Adapting our methods, staying the course, and striving for solidarity, justice, and equity.
Dear ESFL Friends and Supporters:

We hope this letter finds you and your loved ones safe and well. Last year at this time we wrote: “The end of 2020 and a turn into 2021 suggest no lifting of the challenges posed by the pandemic, the economic crisis, and systemic racism.” We were right.

The East Side Freedom Library continued to engage these challenges in 2021. Our collections now exceed 26,000 books, cataloged by collaborators under the direction of Bruce Willms, and the team has begun to catalog journals, dvd's and vhs tapes, and musical recordings. The ESFL team has extended and deepened our programming, largely online (please visit our Facebook and YouTube pages to see what we have done) but also through creative use of our beautiful front lawn. We hosted lively, well-attended events, including musical performances, poetry readings, art exhibits, movies, and puppet shows, and we drew many neighbors for National Night Out in early August and our first Labor Solidarity Picnic in early September. While we look forward to being able to convene in-person gatherings, we intend to incorporate what we have learned from our online programming (participants from England, Germany, Japan, and Ethiopia have joined conversations with East Siders) and our outdoor presence (seeing neighbors’ kids settle in to watch and listen to live music or raucous puppets is just the best) as we move forward.

Despite the challenges we face, we are optimistic about the future of the Twin Cities, the state of Minnesota, our communities and the East Side Freedom Library.

We continue to learn that partnerships are key to our work. In 2021, we co-created programming with the Ramsey County Historical Society, Historic Saint Paul, Minnesota Humanities Center, University of Minnesota’s History Department and School of Public Health, Hmong Archives, Hmong Educational Resources, Inc., Karen Organization of Minnesota, Horn of Africa, TPT-2, Twin Cities Japanese American Citizens League, Family Values for Life, One Voice Mixed Chorus, On Stage, Saint Paul Public Library system, Saint Paul Public Schools. Trilingua Cinema, Women Against Military Madness, Middle East Peace Now, Subtext Books, the Saint Paul Regional Labor Federation, New Brookwood Labor College, and local unions in MAPE (Minnesota Association of Professional Employees), Teamsters, Elevator Constructors, Pipefitters, and International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
In the face of the pandemic, a wide range of donors enabled ESFL to stay afloat. **More than 1100 individuals made donations**, and nearly 100 of them joined our “Solidarity League” of sustaining donors. Thirty-eight local unions, as well as the Saint Paul and Minneapolis Regional Labor Federations, made donations. We received support from many local foundations and charitable organizations – the Saint Paul and Minnesota Community Foundation, the F.R. Bigelow Foundation, the Mardag Foundation, the Xcel Energy Community Foundation, the AARP, the Otto Bremer Trust, and the Butler Family Foundation. We also received publicly-funded support from the Metro Regional Arts Council, the Minnesota State Arts Board, the City of Saint Paul’s Cultural STAR program, and state Legacy dollars disbursed by the Minnesota Historical Society. This support not only made it possible for ESFL to keep functioning, but also to undertake significant improvements to our material capacity. Alliance Mechanical Services completed their replacement of our entire HVAC system. We purchased a 200 foot long ethernet cable so that we can access the internet from our front lawn. As we are running out of space for books (!), we are renting a substantial room next door, at the Arlington Hills Lutheran Church, and several collections, as well as films and musical recordings will be safe and accessible there. **Thank you, everyone!**

Despite the challenges we face, we are optimistic about the future of the Twin Cities, the state of Minnesota, our communities and the East Side Freedom Library. **In this historical moment, nothing is easy, but much is possible.** We thank you for your support as we continue to lay a foundation for solidarity, justice, and equity.

In solidarity,

Peter Rachleff, Co-Executive Director
Rick Macpherson, Chairperson, Board of Directors
We like to think of the East Side Freedom Library as a space where new knowledge is created. Everyone who enters this space, both in person and virtually, can contribute questions, ideas, and stories that become part and parcel of our collective storehouse of knowledge. We curate our Teaching and Learning work, indeed, all of our work, with this goal in mind.

Despite the pandemic, ESFL was able to maintain several programs on a regular basis by shifting to virtual meetings. In partnership with the St. Paul Recovery Act Reading Group, our Reparations Reading Group, which began in early 2020, convenes a monthly conversation, looking at the concept of reparations from diverse angles. We have read books and articles, watched films, listened – and questioned – scholars, and shared our ideas with each other. In the beginning of 2021, an important aspect of our efforts came to fruition when the Saint Paul City Council unanimously passed a resolution "Committing to Racial Healing Through the Exploration of Reparations for American Descendants of Chattel Slavery Living in Saint Paul," and appointed a “Legislative Advisory Commission” to superintend the work.

ESFL also convenes a monthly Labor History Discussion Group. In 2021, we watched and discussed such films as “Willmar 8,” “Finally Got the News,” “Uprising of ’34,” “Bisbee ’17,” “Harlan County USA,” and several films of the “Plutocracy” series. Zoom also gave us a great benefit, that we could invite a labor historian from anywhere to provide a reading and join us for a conversation. We met with such scholar-activists as Lane Windham (Georgetown University), Jordan Camp (Trinity University), Gabe Winant (University of Chicago), and JoAnn Wypijewski (The Nation magazine), and engaged them in dynamic conversations.

No, we do not shy away from difficult topics.
Teaching and Learning continued
We also continued our efforts to engage young scholars through our National History Day work. Our mentoring team shifted to a “zoom room” format with, frankly, uneven results. While we worked with fewer students, there were some notable successes, including two Open World Learning Community students who made a prize-winning documentary about Ethel Payne, the first African American woman to be part of the White House Press Corps (in 1954). Ms. Payne caught their attention due to her confrontation of President Eisenhower about the lack of anti-Jim Crow regulations in the new federal highway system. ESFL also engaged the “Read Brave” project as a way to reach younger readers. We not only distributed great new books to youthful members of our community, but we also co-hosted a dynamic event with the Minnesota Humanities Center, featuring writer Junauda Petrus.

ESFL shifted our monthly “Book Geek Happy Hour” to online, with the added benefit of including readers and discussants from California to New York. It’s been a delightful way to find out what people are reading and what they are learning. We have also hosted workshops in Community Journalism and creative writing (Cracked Walnut). We were also intentional about providing a platform for writers whose engagement with critical issues deserves to be shared with a wider audience. In April we hosted the editors and contributors to FROM HURT TO HEALING, an intergenerational activities book centered in the African American community. In June, on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the Tulsa Race Massacre, in collaboration with the Ramsey County Historical Society, we hosted Prof. Karlos Hill and his new book on that painful subject. A graduate of Macalester College, Dr. Hill teaches in the History Department of the University of Oklahoma. In October, Dr. Chris Mato Nunpa, a Dakota elder and scholar, presented his new book, THE GREAT EVIL, exploring the ways that settlers and the military visited genocide upon Dakota people in Minnesota.

No, we do not shy away from difficult topics.
ESFL Program Area:
Labor and Equity

The pandemic and heightened awareness of racial inequities have put a spotlight on housing issues in Saint Paul, and our Housing Justice work has had a significant impact. Under the leadership of Ben Werner and Sidney Stuart, we have organized a Community Advisory Committee and a Housing Justice Working Group and we have convened a virtual Housing Summit in which 90 people participated. Through a series of information-focused programs on home ownership, renting, rent stabilization, evictions protections, and services for the unhoused, we have helped community members expand their knowledge about issues, resources and programs that they might access.

We have also convened discussions of the TPT-2 documentary, “Jim Crow of the North,” and of the “Mapping Prejudice” project. We have also sought to encourage our community members to develop their voices about publicly-funded projects. When city councilors Jane Prince, Nelsie Yang, and Amy Brendmoen wanted to hear from East Siders about how the City should spend the $166 million coming from the American Rescue Plan, they asked us to convene a public discussion. Forty people attended on our lawn and shared their ideas with the councilors. Our advocacy of greater community input has had an impact on the Port Authority’s process around the Hillcrest development project, and our Housing Justice team is getting ready for public discussion around the upcoming Hamm’s Brewery project. We continue to be guided by our mission to “inspire solidarity, work for justice, and advocate for equity for all.”

ESFL has also hosted programs to bring labor history, the history of movements for social justice, and the lives of activists from the margins of our community’s awareness into the center. We are also intentional about curating programs which place the past in conversation with the present. Our favorite method is to bring the author of a new book and place her/him/them in discussion with several local community members who have read that book. This has proven to be a format which encourages ever-widening circles of engagement. In 2021, these programs
included David Roediger and his THE SINKING MIDDLE CLASS, Donna Haverty-Stacke and her THE FIERCE LIFE OF GRACE HOLMES CARLSON, Mike Goldfield and his THE SOUTHERN KEY: CLASS, RACE, AND RADICALISM IN THE 1930S AND 1940S, “Nurse T” and her APANDEMIC NURSE’S DIARY, and Eric Lotke and his novel, UNION MADE. Authors, discussants, and audience members have been enthusiastic in their responses to these conversations.

Our “Labor and Equity” programming is interwoven with our “Teaching and Learning” focus. Not only do we organize and host informative programs, but we also participate directly in teaching about labor and equity. ESFL continues to collaborate with the New Brookwood Labor College, and our Co-Executive Director Peter Rachleff and our Board member Caitlin Reid collaborate in teaching a “Working Class History” course for NBLC. Peter also teaches courses in Immigration and Labor History for the Adult and Community Education programs of the Saint Paul and Minneapolis Public Schools. In the wondrous world of zoom, he has also been able to make labor history presentations to a wide range of local unions and to provide presentations to apprentices in the IBEW and the Pipefitters. Peter’s “Immigration History” walking tours, which begin in Swede Hollow and then venture north along Payne Avenue to the Library, have been another platform for teaching and learning. Peter hastens to add that he is not merely dispatching information to tour participants, but that he always learns something new about the neighborhood from one or more of them.
ESFL Program Area:
Communities; Past, Present, and Future

As we have already said, **ESFL is committed to bringing stories from the margins and shadows to the center of our awareness.** Often, this work relies on partnering with diverse organizations and creating platforms for members of those organizations to share their stories. Our collaboration with the Ramsey County Historical Society in the “History Revealed” series has been especially productive. In 2021, this included putting a spotlight on Dr. Josie Johnson and her memoir HOPE IN THE STRUGGLE, Anna Peterson and her historical research on the Scandinavian Women’s Suffrage Association, Bill Lindeke and his new book, SAINT PAUL: AN URBAN BIOGRAPHY.

With our partners, the Twin Cities Japanese American Citizens League, we commemorated “Day of Remembrance” (the anniversary of FDR’s executive order to arrest and incarcerate Japanese Americans in 1942) with a screening and discussion of the new documentary film, “Conscience and the Constitution.” Together and with our friends in Asian Studies at the University of Chicago, we hosted a conversation of “Black Rain,” the consequences of fallout from nuclear testing and nuclear power in both Japan and the U.S. And with the assistance of a theater artist from the University of Minnesota, we hosted a remarkable evening of performance art by two Burmese artists, one in our basement auditorium and one in Yangon, exploring “Artists and the Civil Disobedience Movement in Myanmar.”

**ESFL is particularly appreciative of our ongoing relationship with the Hmong Archives** and the publisher Hmong Educational Resources, Inc.. Together, we have conceived, promoted, and hosted programs featuring writers, artists, poets, and community leaders, including Kao Kalia Yang, Mai der Vang, Cy Thao, Senator Foung Hawj, and Hmong legislators. We were honored when Ger (“Jackie”) Yang gave us his diorama of the Ban Vinai refugee camp, and we have been excited to see the Hmong Archives’ collection of paj ntaub (story cloths) grow. These are all teaching resources both for younger generations in the Hmong community and for members of other communities who do not know a lot about our Hmong neighbors.
ESFL Program Area:
Cultural Work

As should be obvious by now, almost all of ESFL's programming includes the goals of teaching and learning and relies on cultural work as a form of expression. Despite the pandemic and its challenges to in-person gathering, we have used Zoom, Facebook, and YouTube to provide platforms for artists and writers to tell their stories and for diverse audiences to listen, watch, engage, and learn.

In addition to what we have already regaled you with in the categories of “Teaching and Learning,” “Labor and Equity,” and “Communities Past, Present, and Future,” there is more to say about ESFL's support of “Cultural Work” in 2021.

We hosted a rich array of author presentations and conversations, often using our format of reader-discussants. Kao Kalia Yang presented SOMEWHERE IN THE UNKNOWN WORLD: A COLLECTIVE REFUGEE MEMOIR and was engaged by a panel of refugees from our communities. Later in the year, she presented her children’s book, YANG WARRIORS, and introduced our community to the young Hmong illustrator Bill Thao. In another program, Peter interviewed Abdul Dire about his new book OROMO WITNESS, and a couple of months later, Abdul joined the ESFL Board of Directors! In late March, early April, Carolyn Holbrook presented her TELL ME YOUR NAMES AND I WILL TESTIFY, and Mary Moore Easter presented her FREE PAPERS: POEMS INSPIRED BY THE TESTIMONY OF ELIZA WINSTON. Both presentations led to dynamic conversations, first with panelists and then with audience members. There were similarly great events with Danny Klecko and poems from his new collection, LINCOLNLAND, and Sophia Kim and her manuscript-in-progress “Tomorrow We Will Celebrate.” There was the reading by two indigenous writers, Christine Stark and Mona Power from their books, CARNIVAL LIGHTS and COUNCIL OF DOLLS, and a particularly deep conversation with Ranae Hanson and her book WATERSHED: ATTENDING TO BODY AND EARTH IN DISTRESS.
The ESFL team also made intentional use of cultural work as a way to build empathy and solidarity. Rebecca Nichloson coordinated “The Kaleidoscope Project,” in which they used the insights of “human-centered design” to convene writers’ workshops in which African American, Asian American, and indigenous writers explored experiences of alienation and solidarity. The writers were recorded reading their essays or poems, and ESFL posted the videos on our website and YouTube page. We appreciated the Minnesota Humanities Center’s support of this project. We also hosted, along with Payne Avenue-based art galleries, a three day festival called “Solidarity Street Gallery.” At ESFL, we featured art boards from the 2020 uprising, curated by “Memorialize the Movement,” and we added music and poetry readings, all on our front lawn.

ESFL also began an exciting new project to plan an archive of the work of local African American artists. In partnership with In Black Ink, the Minnesota African American Heritage Museum, Seitu Jones Studio, Pillsbury House Theater, and the Million Artists Movement and with support from the state’s Legacy funds, disbursed by the Minnesota Historical Society, we are exploring ways to develop a physical archives as well as a digitized collection, and curricular proposals for educational programming. Seitu Jones has ignited this work with his concerns that generations of African American artists’ work – and stories – have been lost. His own concern that his work, much of which has been in public spaces, might also be overlooked, disregarded, and erased. Our approach to this project is informed by the work of friends at the Smithsonian who have been charged with “decolonizing the archive” and friends in Chicago ("Blackivists") who are bringing artists, archivists, and community members together to develop new methodologies and programming. We have just learned that the Ford Foundation is supporting this project!

There is much to learn and much to do.
2021 REVENUE
Individual donors and organizations. . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 151,087
Foundations and Grants. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 112,500
Fees, interest and other revenue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 420

Total revenue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 554,869

2021 EXPENSES
Program expenses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 188,223
Fundraising expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 62,985
Administration and management. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 59,759

Total expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 310,967

Thank You to our Organizational Sponsors
AFSCME Local 2822 • American Postal Workers Union, Minneapolis • American Postal Workers Union, Twin Cities PDC Local 7019 • Benevity Community Impact Fund • Brodrick for School Board • Butler Family Foundation • Capitol City and Minneapolis Metal Workers Lodge 459 • Carpenters Local 1382 • Center for Quality Education—BreakThrough Coaching • City of St. Paul STAR Grant • Communication Workers of America Local 7250 • Community Action Partnership of Ramsey & Washington Counties • CTUL • Cummins & Cummins LLP • East Side Bar • Education Minnesota • Elevator Constructors Local 9 • Elmer L. & Eleanor J. Andersen Foundation • F R Bigelow Foundation • Fairview Health Services • Fidelity Charitable • GiveMN • Graco Inc. • Headwaters Foundation For Justice • IBEW Local 110 • IBEW Local 292 • Inter Faculty Organization • International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Local 292 • Isolar LLC • Jack and Marty Rossman Charitable Fund • Jane Prince for Saint Paul • Laborers District Council of Minnesota and North Dakota • Macalester College History Department • Mahoney for House • MAPE Local 1301 • MAPE Local 1302 • MAPE Local 301 • MAPE Local 501 • MAPE Local 701 • MAPE Minnesota • Marbrook Foundation • Mardag Foundation • McNeely Foundation • Metronet • Metropolitan Regional Arts Council • Minneapolis Building and Construction Trades Council • Minneapolis Foundation • Minneapolis Regional Retiree Council • Minnesota Historical Society • Minnesota Nurses Association • Minnesota Postal Workers Union • Minnesota State Arts Board • Morgan Stanley • Network For Good • North Central States Regional Council of Carpenters • Omaha Community Foundation • Pile Drivers Local 1847 • Pipefitters Local 455 • Plumbers Local 34 • PROGRESSIVEPPAC #40975 • Prudential • Railroad Workers United Inc • Roofers Local 96 • Saint Paul Federation of Educators Local 28 • Saint Paul Regional Labor Federation • Sandy Pappas for Senate • Schwab Charitable • St. Paul Area Association of Realtors • SubText • T Rowe Price Charitable • The Musser Fund • The Saint Paul & Minnesota Foundation • The Stull Family Foundation • Tim Faricy Creativity Fund • Twin Cities Chapter Japanese American Citizens League • Twin Cities Musicians Union • U.S. Charitable Gift Trust • United Food & Commercial Workers Local 1189 • United Steelworkers Local 63B • Wayne Goldstein Memorial Foundation
Thank You to our Individual Donors

Tyrone Aiken • Lisa Albrecht • Mike Allen • Mike Allen • Ronald Aminzade • Amy Gabriell • Roger Anderson • Julie Angert • Bob Aulert • Mary Bader Papa • Liza Baer • Judith Baldwin • Jodi Bantley • Harriet Barlow • Eva Barr • Amy Barr-Saxena • William M. Barry • Chris and Margot Barry • Janet Becker • Thomas Beer • Dana Bennis • Bara Berg • Jackie Blagsvedt • Lisa Boehlke • Lois Bohanon • Steve Boland • Peter Borgen • Julie Borgenring July • Tom Borrup • Michael Bourdhags • Kate Bredeson • Shelia Brennan • Stephen Brier • Nancy & Mike Brill • Hayley Brooks • John Budd • Jason Burbul • Thomas Burke • Laura Campbell • Kat Cantner • Emma Capman • Colleen Carey • Carol CAREY • Jennifer Carey Starr • Melvin Carter, Jr. • B. Sterling Casselton • Anita Chikkatur • Keith Christensen • Robert Christensen • John Christensen • Steve and Christine Clemens • Joel Clemmer • Barry Cohen • Peter Cole • John Collier • Will Cooley • Graham Coppins • Daniel Cornejo • John Crea • Randy Croce • Emily Crosby • Barry Cyrlon • Gail Daneker • Linda Danielson • Dorothy Danley • Jason Dannenbring • Pat Darling • Herbert Davis • Mary Davis • Inge De Becker • Sarah Degner Riveros • Kate Derickson • Glen DeVore • Gary Dirlam • Ronald Dixon • Jan Dizard • Diane Dodge • Joe Dolson • Arty and Coleen Dorman • Rita Doucet • Michael Doyle • James Doyle • Larry Drumm • David Dyson • Steve Early • Thomas Edwards • Jill Eisenfeld • Alison Emery • Kathryn Engdahl • Naomi English • Patricia Enstad • Mackenzie Epping • Megan Eskola • Anna Marie Ettel • Elizabeth J. Faber • Amy Fairgrieve • Elizabeth Faue • Paul Felton • Kirsten Fischer • James Fitzpatrick • Kenneth Fones-Wolf • Jeanette Fordyce • Eric Foster • Joshua Freeze • Randy Furst • Elizabeth G • Gary Gardner • Ilya Garelik • Gregory Gaut • Patty George • Michael Goodhart • Jim Grathwol • Michael Griffin • Brad Griffith • Kari Guida • Arjun Gumeratne • Jennifer Gunn • Jean Haley • Walt Handschin • Amanda Hane • Karen Hansen • John Hanson III • Peter Harnik • Bryan Hartman • Skyler Hawkins • Holly Heaser • Rip Hedges • Heidi Schallberg • Kim and Steve Heiklala • Kelsey Henderson • Natalie Heneghan • Martin Hernandez • Annmary Herther • Bernie Hesse • Steven Hirsh • Molly Hoben • Sushmita Hodges • Sam Hollingsworth • Cherrene Horazuk • Jennifer Howard • Richard Hudson • Susan Hughes • Amy Hummel • Horace and Barbara Huntley • Colette Hyman • Jeremy Igers • Kevin Ivory • Jane Prince • Molly Jessup • Bruce Johansen • Madi Johnson • Gaye Theresa Johnson • Frances Jones • Melissa Jones • Johnetta Jordan • Steve Jordheim • Jacob Jurs • Dave Kamer • Temma Kaplan • Ann Karner • Geri Katz • Josh Keller • Wu Chen Kho • Sophia Kim • David Klevan • Stuart Knappmiller • Jeffrey Kolnick • Deborah Korthof-Stanton • David Kramer • Donna Krisch • Walter Kühme • Carol A. Kusnierek • Joe Kuznik • Olivia Ladd-Lahann • Scott Laderman • Jeanne Landkamer • Gretchen Lang • Faith A. Latimer • David Lawrence • David Klevan • Stuart Knappmiller • Jeffrey Kolnick • Deborah Korthof-Stanton • David Kramer • Donna Krisch • Walter Kühme • Carol A. Kusnierek • Joe Kuznik • Olivia Ladd-Lahann • Scott Laderman • Jeanne Landkamer • Gretchen Lang • Faith A. Latimer • David Lawrence •

Brian Lozenski • Andrew Lynn • Sandra Mackey • Rick and Susie Macpherson • Roy Magnuson • Suzanne Mahmoodi • Sarah Maier • Joshua Makarios • David Mann • Ruth Markowitz • John Marty • Wyn Massey • Chris Mato Numpa • Mary Jo Maynes • Nancy McDaniels • Marilyn McGriff • John McKenzie • John McMahon • Bob McNatt • Lynne Menturweck • Rita Messing • Paul Mielke • Luke Mielke • Josephine Mihelich • Deborah L Miller • Mary E. Miller • Stacy Mitchell • Joen Moede • Kathleen Montgomery • Keith Moon • David Morris • Mary Mulherin • G. Murakami • Joe Nathan • Carolyn Nayematsu • Laura Nelson • Alexandra Nicoce • Kim Nielson • August Nitzm • Rhonda Niola • Wairimu R. Njouy • Jim O’Brien • Thomas O’Connell • Christina Ogata • Beverly Oliver Hawkins • Ellen Olsen • Carolyn Olson • Allana Olson • Paul Andrew Ortiz • Charissa Osborn • Marjorie Otto • Karen Parker • June Parrott • Kristin Pavlik • Liz Pearson • Chad Pearson • Richard Pelster-Weibe • Edward Pendleton • Jim Pennino • William Pentelovich • Mathew Piasceki • Herta Pitman • Charlie Platt • Hannah Pofeler • Gregory Pofeler • Carrie Pomeroy • Christine Popowski • Phillip Qaly • Lois Quam • Sarah Quimby • Naomi Rachleff • Larry Rachleff • Melissa Rachleff-Burt • Eleanor Rachleff-Serow • Dania Rajendra • Joe Steven Ramirez • Noel Raymond • Marcus Rediker • Caitlin Reid • C P Riesen • Rose Roach • Holly Rodin • Calvin Roetzal • Carol Ros • Earl Ross • Craig Ruhland • Marilyn Rushenberg • Caren Saadeh • Darrell Sandeen • Naomi Scherman • Neala Schlick • Martha Schmitz • Howard Schneider • Jon Schumacher • Amy Seham • Frumie Selchen • Terry Shim • Adam Shimpauch • Srinivas Siddabathuni • John Sielaff • Rev. Theodore Sitz • Nan Skelton • Emily Skidmore • Marty Smith • Sue Snyder • Barbara W. Sommer • Michael Speaila • Amie Stager • Andy Stee • Clay Steinman • Michele Steinwald • Jeffrey Stoddard • Jaune Strauss • Ann Stromquist • Mary Sutherland • Kaitlyn Szabo • Margaret Taft • Ellen Thayer • Seanne Thomas • Pat Thompson • Jocelyn Tisen • Valerie Tremetl • Steven Trimble • Hailey Ulrich • Karen Underwood • Victor Urbanowicz • Carla Valadez • Lawrence Valley • Jodi Vandenberg-Daves • Jesse Vega-Frey • Mary Voight • Rebecca Wade • Mary Wagner • Mary Wald • Carol Walker • Carol Walsh • Alexis Waldst • Kevin Ward • Julie Warner • Harry Waters Jr. • Anna Waugh • Paul Weinigarden • Jon Weissman • James Wejcn • Clark Wiegman • Elisabeth Wierum • Molly Wilbur-Cohen • Tilton William • Mary Wingerd • Carol Woehrer • Kristiana Wright • Maryam Marne Zafar • Aaron Zaidman • William Zajicek • Janet Zandy • Sue Zumberge

While many non-profit organizations list their donors by the size of their donations, at ESFL we think about our collaborators and donors as part of a community, a community that we are building through our work and through the contributions of labor, time, ideas, books, rocking chairs, and money. Our emphasis is on the community-building, so we do not want to call attention to specific individuals or specific donations. We know—and honor—what so many have contributed.
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2021 Board Of Directors

Sarah Degner Riveros, Ph.D.
Lecturer in Languages and Cross Cultural Studies, Augsburg University

Kate Derickson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor in Geography, Environment, and Society, University of Minnesota

Abdul Dire
Product Development Manager, 3M, and author of OROMO WITNESS (2020)

Robyn Gulley
Executive Director, New Brookwood Labor College

Marlin Heise
Founder and Director, Hmong Archives

Sarah Lake
Retired RN, former Board member, Minnesota Nurses Association

Rick MacPherson
Attorney, Minnesota Disability Law Center, Mid-Minnesota Legal Aid Society

Mary Miller
East sider; attorney, retired from Minnesota Department of Labor, and teacher

Tim O’Brien, Ph.D.
Critical Pedagogy, former principal Roseville Adult Learning Center

Yuichiro Onishi
Associate Professor, African American and Asian American Studies, University of Minnesota

Saengmany Ratsabout
Independent scholar, M.A. in Southeast Asian Studies, expert in digital storytelling

James Robinson, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor in Ethnic Studies, Metropolitan State University

Denise Rodriguez
Past President, St. Paul Federation of Teachers

Brian Xiong, Ph.D.
Minnesota State University-Mankato, co-founder Hmong Educational Resources, Inc.

East Side Freedom Library
Leadership

Peter Rachleff, Co-Executive Director
Beth Cleary, Co-Executive Director
Clarence White, Associate Director

Collaborators
Steve Boland, Next in Nonprofits, Fund development and communications
Ann Jin Soo Preston, Sahng Sahng LLC, Organizational Development
Bruce Willms, Librarian
Greg Poferl (Jack of all trades, Master of many)
Keith Christensen, Design
Sami Heller, Social Media
David McAllister, Space management
Carla Riehle, Videographer, Podcasts
David Zierott, Videographer

Mission Statement
The ESFL’s mission is to inspire solidarity, advocate for justice and work toward equity for all.

East Side Freedom Library
1105 Greenbrier Street, St. Paul, MN 55106 • eastsidefreedomlibrary.org

Please Join Us! Participate • Watch • Donate • Share • Like • Link • Spread the Knowledge!